**CDH study group publications (Impact Factor (IF) summation)**

**1998-1999** (IF sum: 3.4)

**2000-2003** (IF sum: 5.1)

**2004** (IF sum: 7.3)

**2005** (IF sum: 3.4)

**2006** (IF sum: 10.3)

**2007** (IF sum: 8.6)


**2009** (IF sum: 8.6)


**2010** (IF sum: 7.8)


**2011** (IF sum: 1.7)


**2012** (IF sum: 2.1)


**2013** (IF sum: 16.7)


2014 (IF sum: 12.6)


2015 (IF sum: 1.3)


2016 (IF sum: 16.4)


2017 (IF sum: 23.7)

2018 (IF sum: 2.7)

2019 (IF sum: 42.5)


2020 (IF sum: pending)


2021 (IF sum: XX)


64. Prieto JM, Harting MT, Calvo RY, Carroll JM, Gaidry AD, Ignacio RC, Ebanks AH, Lally PA, Lazar DA for the CDHSG. Identifying risk factors for enteral access procedures in neonates with congenital


2022 (IF sum: pending)

